Happen Business

What People Say About
Jim2® Business Engine
Jim2 Business Engine combines Accounting, Workflow and Business
Process Management Software into one integrated package.

Amazing Things.
Happen.

“Visibility is invaluable. Now

admin’s done onsite, we don’t have
the risk of paper being lost. Every
detail is organised, and jobs are

flagged with a status, which is huge
for us. We have a large amount of
jobs on the run at any one time,
and now we know exactly
where each job is at.”

Thousands of Australians are using Jim2 in industries such as IT,
Managed Print Services, Agriculture, Safety, Marine, Apparel,
Distribution, Warehousing, Retailing, Engineering, Hire & Sales,
Manufacturing, Sub-contractor and Import/Export operations.

Stewart Orchard, Managing Director, Wallboard Tool Company Pty
Ltd (Gold Coast, QLD):
“The biggest saving for Wallboard is that when we made the decision to
move from min/max to utilising Stock Procurement (basing stock levels
on daily sales – average days’ supply) we were able to reduce our
inventory by half and still maintain same day shipping, without missing
a beat. This is across 4 warehouses, millions of dollars of stock value,
2,500 SKU’s.”
Roger Jones, Manager, Safety & Rescue Equipment (Jandakot,
WA):
“As a small business, migrating to new accounting software can be
daunting. However, Happen Business’ implementation team ensured
that the process did not cause any disruption to the company, and we
are very happy with the customer care we received from Happen
Business.
“With Jim2 our administration time has been cut by 50%, allowing our
staff to focus on the important things, such as electronic services and
marketing. The software has paid for itself in the first 12 months.”
Leo Hannan, IT and Stock Manager, NAK Hair (Brisbane, Qld):

JAMES SIMPSON-LEE
MANAGING DIRECTOR
WATERMATIC IRRIGATION
(SYDNEY, NSW)

“The way Jim2 works is unique. We just didn’t know what we were
missing out on until we saw the system in action. It was like removing
dust from the lens of a camera – we now had perfect 20/20 vision of our
operations. We could look into all our warehouses simultaneously and
see our stock holdings, sales information, and recalculate our foreign
currency exposure in an instant.”
Kerrie Richardson, Director, Brandworx Australia (Wollongong, NSW):
“The program looked impressive and we were excited at the prospect
of the immediate and up-to-date information that Jim2 produced for
our business.
“I particularly liked the idea of being able to run Job lists to be able to
see the exact progress of the jobs, and when they are due. I also liked
the profit report that could be run for each job.
“After using Jim2 Business Engine for a while we discovered all the
different ways to run reports. We have just started using the Dashboard,
and are starting to experiment with labour on each job.”

Designed, Developed & Supported in Australia,
Jim2® Business Engine is a complete business
solution to manage every aspect of your
workflow cycle and solves the growing pains of
small to medium Australian Businesses.

Sandra Hill, Director, Central Communications Pty Ltd (Alice
Springs, NT):
“Jim2 is a total business management solution. It gave us the ability to

CONTINUED OVERLEAF



“Mobile access has made a
significant improvement to our
service control and allocation of
service calls. With eighteen
technicians across 4 branches,
we no longer need to email or
phone technicians with their
next service. call.“

BOB COTTER
GROUP GENERAL MANAGER
DIGITAL DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS
MOORABBIN (VIC)

“The improved performance and

ease of configuration has definitely
made a huge difference to our

review live profits and losses, and to drill down to any level of any job
to see if it went well or poorly. Jim2 can also manage point of sale and
stock inventory management, providing full control for all of our
projects – basically Jim2 helps us manage everything that Central
Communications does on a daily basis.”
Troy Adams, Director, TechPath Pty Ltd (Brisbane, QLD):
“TechPath needed stronger stock control. We needed to tie stock to
jobs so that our billing was correct. We also wanted it all in one
integrated system – that describes Jim2 perfectly.
“Jim2 requires less administration per staff member than any other
system I know. With Jim2 we increased our billable hours, we had better
stock control, more consistent and quicker quoting, less paperwork,
excellent reporting, and more profit!
“It was a great experience. Changing accounting systems is not an easy
task, however it certainly was rewarding. We simply could not have
continued our growth or profitability with the existing systems we had.
“With the introduction of Jim2 Mobile, we now effectively have Jim2 in
the cloud, with access to contacts, quotes, jobs and emails when we’re
away from the office. Being able to update jobs and stock as things
happen means we always have up-to-the-minute information at hand.”
Carmel Pasma, Operations Manager, Pasma Electrical (Cairns, QLD):

easy to imagine what Jim2

“The greatest benefit we found is the time saved when accessing data.
The card file has all information at our fingertips. Profit and loss is all
there. Jobs to quotes to purchases is all there, quickly and easily
accessed. I am very happy with Jim2 and would highly recommend it to
other businesses.”

in Australia.”

Elena Gosse, Executive Director, Australian Innovative Systems Pty
Ltd (Brisbane, QLD):

company. Jim2 Business Engine
met RCS Telecommunications’

requirements so well that it was
could do for our growth plans

“Jim2 works alongside our strategy, helping me save time on
administration, and concentrate on winning new business overseas!
LAWRIE NELSON
SERVICE MANAGER
RCS TELECOMMUNICATIONS
(MACKAY, QLD)

“The multicurrency feature is so important for our invoicing. With the
previous system I was usually hesitant to allow staff to invoice overseas
customers while I was on business trips. Now, with Jim2 I trust that the
invoicing is accurate.”

Key Benefits







One powerful, easy-to-use
software package

Support, training and intuitive
user interface means a short
learning curve for staff
Improved business processes

Increased communication and
traceability

Simple implementation process
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“If there was a mistake in the old system, we just didn’t know where the
problem started. Our previous software couldn’t provide us with a real
window into our business. We could not see who was doing what and
how. Our old system was weak when it came to manufacturing
capabilities.

E info@happen.biz
W www.happen.biz

Jim2® is a registered trademark of Happen Business Pty Ltd.

Darryl Anderson, Managing Director, IBS Engineering Supplies &
Innovative Solutions (Innisfail, QLD):
“Being able to easily navigate through the software and figure out
where jobs need to be actioned or where issues may lie, and then being
able to delegate actions right from within the software and have
traceability to resolutions has been invaluable. The integration of email
has meant that our external communication has improved in much the
same way.”
HAPPEN BUSINESS IS A 100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED AND OPERATED COMPANY

